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Introduction

There are two well investigated approaches to automate reasoning in modal
logics: the direct approach and the translational approach. The direct
approach [6, 7, 14, 27] develops specific calculi and tools for the task; the
translational approach [29, 30] transforms modal logic formulas into firstorder logic and applies standard first-order tools. Embeddings of modal
logics into higher-order logic, however, have not yet been widely studied,
although multimodal logic can be regarded as a natural fragment of simple
type theory. Gallin [15] appears to mention the idea first. He presents an
embedding of modal logic into a 2-sorted type theory. This idea is picked up
by Gamut [16] and a related embedding has recently been studied by Hardt
and Smolka [17]. Carpenter [12] proposes to use lifted connectives, an idea
that is also underlying the embeddings presented by Merz [26], Brown [11],
Harrison [18, Chap. 20], and Kaminski and Smolka [22].
In this paper we pick up and extend the embedding of multimodal logics in simple type theory as studied by Brown [11]. The starting point
is a characterization of multimodal logic formulas as particular λ-terms in
simple type theory. A distinctive characteristic of the encoding is that the
definiens of the R operator λ-abstracts over the accessibility relation R.
We illustrate that this supports the formulation of meta properties of encoded multimodal logics such as the correspondence between certain axioms
and properties of the accessibility relation R. We show that some of these
meta properties can even be efficiently automated within our higher-order
theorem prover Leo-II [9] via cooperation with the first-order automated
1 This work was supported by EPSRC grant EP/D070511/1 (LEO II: An Effective
Higher-Order Theorem Prover) at Cambridge University, UK.
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theorem prover E [32]. We also discuss some challenges to higher-order
reasoning implied by this application direction. Moreover, we extend the
presented embedding to first-order and higher-order quantified multimodal
logics.

2

Simple Type Theory

Classical higher-order logic or simple type theory [4, 13] is a formalism built
on top of the simply typed λ-calculus. The set T of simple types is usually
freely generated from a set of basic types BT = {o, ι} using the function type
constructor →. Here we allow an arbitrary but fixed number of additional
base types to be specified.
For formulae, we start with a set of typed variables Xα , Y, Z, Xβ1 , Xγ2 . . .
and a set of typed constants cα , fα→β , . . .. The set of constants includes
the primitive logical connectives ¬o→o , ∨o→o→o and Π(α→o)→o (abbreviated Πα ) and =α→α→o (abbreviated =α ) for each type α.1 Other logical
connectives can be defined in terms of the these primitive ones in the usual
way. In the remainder of this paper, we assume that any signature Σ we
consider at least contains the primitive logical connectives ¬o→o , ∨o→o→o
and Π(α→o)→o .
Terms and formulae are constructed from typed variables and constants
using application and λ-abstraction. We use Church’s dot notation so that
stands for an implicit left bracket whose mate is as far to the right as
possible (consistent with explicit brackets). We use infix notation A ∨ B for
((∨A)B) and binder notation ∀Xα A for (Πα (∀Xα Ao )).
Standard and Henkin semantics of simple type theory is well understood
and thoroughly documented in the literature [1, 2, 8, 19].
One particular challenge for the complete automation of higher-order
logic is primitive substitution [3] or splitting [20]. Primitive substitutions
blindly guess some logical structure for free predicate or set variables in a
clause that cannot be synthesized otherwise, and they introduce new free
variables in order to delay some further decisions. The instantiation of the
new and the remaining free variables is ideally supported by higher-order
pre-unification. Generally, however, the primitive substitution process has
to be iterated which leads to very challenging search space for clause sets
containing many free variables. Some of the proof problems discussed in
this paper require simple primitive substitutions.
1 Note

that there are infinitely many different Πα and =α introduced here .
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Encoding Multimodal Logics in Simple Type
Theory

Simple type theory is an expressive logic and it is thus no surprise that
modal logic can be encoded in several ways in it. Harrison [18], for instance,
presents a ‘deep embedding’ of modal logics by formalizing standard Kripke
semantics and a ‘shallow embedding’ of the temporal logic LTL. The latter
encoding more naturally exploits the expressiveness of higher-order logic.
Harrison’s shallow embedding is an instance of the encoding due to Brown
[11]. Here we adapt and further extend Brown’s suggestion and show that
this approach is well suited for reasoning within and about modal logics.
The idea of the encoding is simple: Choose a base type — we choose
ι — to denote the set of all possible worlds. Certain formulas of type
ι → o then correspond to multimodal logic expressions. The modal
operators ¬ , ∨ , and R become λ-terms of types (ι → o) → (ι → o),
(ι → o) → (ι → o) → (ι → o), and (ι → ι → o) → (ι → o) → (ι → o) respectively. Note that ¬ forms the complement of a set of worlds, while
∨ forms the union of two such sets.
DEFINITION 1 (Propositional Multimodal Logic Λmm
). Given a signature
0
Σ, we define the the set Λmm
of propositional multimodal logic propositions
0
as follows.
1. We introduce the logical constants of Λmm
as abbreviations for the
0
following λ-terms:
¬ (ι→o)→(ι→o)
= λAι→o λXι ¬A X
∨ (ι→o)→(ι→o)→(ι→o)
= λAι→o λBι→o λXι A X ∨ B X
R (ι→ι→o)→(ι→o)→(ι→o) =
λRι→ι→o λAι→o λXι ∀Yι R X Y ⇒ A Y
2. We define the set of Λmm
-propositions as the smallest set of simply
0
typed λ-terms for which the following hold:
• Each constant pι→o ∈ Σ is an atomic Λmm
-proposition.
0
• If φ and ψ are Λmm
-propositions, then so are ¬ φ, φ ∨ ψ and
0
R φ, where ¬ , ∨ , and R are defined as above and where R
is a term of type ι → ι → o.
3. The propositional multimodal logic operators ⇒ , ⇔ , ♦r , etc. can
be defined in terms of ¬ , ∨ and R in the usual way.
Note that the encoding of the modal operator R depends explicitly
on an accessibility relation R of type ι → ι → o given as its first argument.
Hence, we basically introduce a generic framework for modeling multimodal
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logics. This idea is where Brown [11] differs from the LTL encoding of
Harrison. The latter chooses the interpreted type num of numerals and
then uses the predefined relation ≤ over numerals as a fixed accessibility
relation in the definitions of  and ♦ .
By making the dependency of R and ♦R on the accessibility relation
R explicit, we can formalize and automatically prove some properties of
multimodal logics in simple type theory, as we will later illustrate.
Given a signature Σ containing some constants aι→o , bι→o (basic modal
propositions) and rι→ι→o , sι→ι→o (accessibility relation constants) we can
formulate statements in Λmm
, such as these:
0
r ⊤

r a ⇒ r a

r a ⇒ s a

s (r a ⇒ r a)

We assume that r binds more strongly than the propositional connectives
and, hence, r a ⇒ r a stands for (r a) ⇒ (r a).
Next, we define validity of modal logic expressions Aι→o ∈ Λmm
: formula
0
A is valid iff for all possible worlds Wι we have W ∈ A, that is, iff A W
holds.
DEFINITION 2 (Validity, Satisfiability, Falsifiable). We define the following notions as simply typed λ-terms:
valid := λAι→o ∀Wι A W
satisfiable := λAι→o ∃Wι A W
falsifiable
unsatisfiable
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:= λAι→o ∃Wι ¬A W
:= λAι→o ∀Wι ¬A W

Solving Simple Λmm
0 -problems with Leo-II

We can now exploit this framework to automatically analyze modal logic
formulas within a higher-order theorem prover such as our Leo-II. Table 1
presents performance results for Leo-II on some example problems for the
multimodal logic K. Since Leo-II cooperates with a first-order theorem
prover, we actually present two times in the table. The first one is the total
reasoning time used by both cooperating systems. The second time is that
used by Leo-II alone. (Hence their difference is the time spent in the firstorder theorem prover.) The times are given in seconds. All experiments
reported in this paper were conducted with version v0.9 of LEO-II on a
notebook computer with a Intel(R) Pentium(R) 1.60GHz processor with
1GB memory running Linux.
K c cannot be solved by Leo-II, which is fortunate: this statement is
clearly not valid without imposing restrictions on r and s. The other state-
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Kb
Kc
Kd
Ke
Kf
Kg
Kh
Ki
Kj
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Table 1. Runtimes for Proving Modal Logic Theorems
problem
Leo-II+E / Leo-II
valid(r ⊤)
0.024/0.008
valid(r a ⇒ r a)
0.032/0.012
valid(r a ⇒ s a)
–
valid(s (r a ⇒ r a))
0.033/0.016
valid(r (a ∧ b) ⇔ (r a ∧ r b))
0.051/0.020
valid(♦r (a ⇒ b) ⇒ r a ⇒ ♦r b)
0.038/0.016
valid(¬ ♦r a ⇒ r (a ⇒ b))
0.031/0.012
valid(r b ⇒ r (a ⇒ b))
0.032/0.012
valid((♦r a ⇒ r b) ⇒ r (a ⇒ b)
0.032/0.012
valid((♦r a ⇒ r b) ⇒ (r a ⇒ r b))
0.035/0.016
valid((♦r a ⇒ r b) ⇒ (♦r a ⇒ ♦r b))
0.035/0.016

ments expand into trivially refutable problems and they are quickly solved
by the Leo-II+E cooperation.
We explain how the cooperation between Leo-II and E solves problem
K d . When the problem is initially input to Leo-II, the prover creates the
following clause:
C1 : [valid(s (r a ⇒ r a))]F
This clause consists of one negated literal, as indicated by the superscript F .
The atom of the literal, enclosed in square brackets, consists of the original
problem statement. Leo-II unfolds the definitions and thereby rewrites this
clause into
C2 : [∀Xι0 ∀Xι1 : ¬(s X 0 X 1 )
∨ ((¬(∀Xι2 ¬(r X 1 X 2 ) ∨ (a X 2 ))) ∨ (∀Xι2 ¬(r X 1 X 2 ) ∨ (a X 2 )))]F .
This clause is obviously not in normal form yet. Clause normalization is
the next step performed in Leo-II. This produces the following four normal
form clauses, where the sk j are Skolem constants and the V 1 is a variable:
C3 : [s sk 1 sk 2 ]T
C4 : [a sk 3 ]F
C5 : [r sk 2 sk 3 ]T
C6 : [a V 1 ]T ∨ [r sk 2 V 1 ]F
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Subsequent to these pre-processing steps, Leo-II calls the first-order theorem prover E. The translation from higher-order to first-order logic is
based on the ideas of Kerber [23].2 This translation introduces a family of
application operators @ and encodes type information into their names. For
example, the operator @(βα) β encodes the information that its first argument has function type β → α and its second argument type β. Each clause
in the domain of the translation is passed after executing the transformation
to the prover E. In our example, four first-order clauses are generated and
passed to E:
C3′ : @(io) i (@(i(io)) i (s, sk 1 ), sk 2 )
C4′ :

@(ιo) ι (a, sk 3 )

C5′ : @(io) i (@(i(io)) i (r, sk 2 ), sk 3 )
C6′ : @(ιo) ι (a, V 1 ) ∨ (r, sk 2 ), V 1 )
E immediately finds a refutation for this trivial set of clauses and signals
success back to Leo-II. This in turn triggers Leo-II to stop its proof search
and to report success to the user. The proof protocol generated by Leo-II
for this problem is given in Appendix A.
Leo-II alone, not cooperating with E, would also quickly refute this
trivial set of clauses, but here E signals success before Leo-II even starts
its own main proof loop. Generally the subset of clauses in Leo-II’s search
space that can be passed to E usually becomes much bigger and these are the
cases where the cooperation between Leo-II and the first-order prover really
pays off: the first-order specialist prover may quickly find the refutation
while Leo-II alone gets stuck in its much more challenging search space. In
the refutation proof of problem K e , for example, Leo-II passes 24 first-order
clauses to E, which then generates 322 further clauses before signaling that
a refutation has been found. While the search space here is still trivial for
both, Leo-II and E, we will see examples in Section 5 where E generates
more than 20000 clauses before it finds a refutation for the subproblem
passed to it by Leo-II.
More information of the design of Leo-II is provided in Benzmüller et
al. [9]. In general terms, the first-order specialist provers support Leo-II
by periodically trying to detect subsets of clauses in Leo-II’s search space
that can be quickly refuted by them.
This simple idea can be further generalized
(i) by realizing analogous cooperations with specialist reasoners working
for other interesting and efficiently mechanizable fragments of higher2 Further

translations have been discussed in the literature; see for example [21, 24, 25].
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order logic such as propositional logic, guarded fragment, monadic
second-order logic, etc.,
(ii) by allowing Leo-II and these reasoners to run in parallel, and
(iii) by supporting alternative translations to first-order logic and other
fragments of higher-order logic.
In fact, Leo-II already provides a link to the first-order theorem prover
SPASS as an alternative to E. And it also already supports an alternative
translation to first-order logic. In order to achieve the distribution goals we
plan to adapt the Oants system [10] to Leo-II.
We could now go on to study increasingly complex examples of the kind as
presented in the table above and they would clearly provide nice exercises
for Leo-II+E. However, we do not expect that Leo-II+E can compete
with specialist modal logic provers on challenge problems. In order to gain
a highly efficient mechanization of challenge problems, we may therefore
want to develop a cooperation with fast modal logic provers as well and
pass the problems before expansion of the definitions from Leo-II directly
to them. Verification of their results within Leo-II could then be tackled
afterwards. Verification of the cooperative proofs is an open issue also in our
current translational approach since the refutations of the prover E cannot
yet be translated back into refutations in Leo-II. This is also on our list of
future work.
In the next Section will turn our focus to a more interesting question:
using Leo-II to reason about some properties of different modal logics,
rather than to reason within such modal logics.

5

with Leo-II
Exploring Properties of Λmm
0

We now study study questions such as, ‘What is the concrete modal logic
we have introduced?’ First, we turn our attention to the weakest modal
logic, namely K. The essential properties of K are the necessitation rule
N and the distribution axiom D (for all accessibility relations R and modal
propositions A, B):
N
D

If A is a theorem of K, then so is R A
R (A ⇒ B) ⇒ (R A ⇒ R B)

Our modal logic definitions in fact entail these principles and Leo-II can
easily prove them: We formalize problem KN , expressing that N is entailed
by our definitions so far, as
∀R ∀A valid(A) ⇒ valid(R A)
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Leo-II+E can prove it easily in 0.027 seconds. Problem KD , expressing
that D is valid, is formalized as
∀R ∀A ∀B valid(R (A ⇒ B) ⇒ (R A ⇒ R B))
Leo-II+E proves it in 0.029 seconds.
This provides some evidence that we have indeed correctly modeled the
modal logic K in simple type theory. So let us call the system we developed
so far K. Modal logic S4 is obtained from modal logic K by adding the
axioms T and 4. These axioms are well known to correspond to reflexivity
and transitivity of the accessibility relation R.
T
4

R A ⇒ A
corresponds to: refl(R)
R A ⇒ R R A corresponds to: trans(R)

Reflexivity and transitivity are defined in the obvious manner:
refl := λR ∀X R X X
trans := λR ∀X ∀Y ∀Z R X Y ∧ R Y Z ⇒ R X Z.
We will later also use irreflexivity and symmetry:
irrefl := λR ∀X ¬(R X X)
sym := λR ∀X ∀Y R X Y ⇒ R Y X.
We now study the following obvious questions about our system K within
Leo-II:
KTa : Is axiom T is valid in K? As expected, Leo-II cannot prove
∀R ∀A valid(R A ⇒ A).
KTb : Is there a relation R such that for all modal propositions A, axiom T
is valid in K? Leo-II+E can prove
∃R ∀A valid(R A ⇒ A)
in 0.456 seconds; the prover E is unsuccessfully called three times
in Leo-II’s reasoning loop before the refutation is finally detected
within Leo-II itself. A clever instantiation for relation R is actually
needed to solve this problem (as we know from our undergraduate
modal logic course, R obviously needs to be reflexive) and this instantiation can neither be synthesized by E’s first-order unification nor by
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Leo-II’s higher-order pre-unification. In fact, such an instantiation
needs to be guessed by primitive substitution. Leo-II applies primitive substitution after the initial pre-processing phase and it proposes,
amongst others, to consider the equality relation as a candidate instantiation for R. Then, Leo-II quickly finds the refutation. To be
more precise, Leo-II does not instantiate R with λXι λYι X = Y
in the crucial primitive substitution step but with the more general
term λXι λYι (V X Y ) = (W X Y ) where V and W are new free
variables. By instantiating V and W with projections on the first
and second argument the former term could be introduced. However,
as the proof protocol generated by Leo-II for this example problem
in the Appendix B illustrates, the second, more general term already
leads to a refutation (ending in pre-unification constraint consisting
only in a flex-flex unification pair) without further instantiation of V
or W .
For the exploration of the properties of modal logic Kwe have thus
gained useful information: by considering the equality relation as an
accessibility relation, which amongst other properties is reflexive, we
are able to prove this statement. Thus, one way to proceed with the
exploration is to investigate the connection between reflexivity and T
in K.
KTc : Is axiom T indeed equivalent to reflexivity of R in K? Leo-II+E
takes 0.068 seconds to prove
∀R (∀A valid(R A ⇒ A) ⇔ refl(R)).
K4a : Is axiom 4 valid in K? As expected, Leo-II+E cannot prove
∀R ∀A valid(R A ⇒ R R A).
K4b : Is there a relation R and a modal proposition A for which axiom 4 is
valid in K? Leo-II+E takes 0.055 seconds to prove
∃R ∀A valid(R A ⇒ R R A).
Interestingly, the relation generated for R is λXι λYι (V X Y ) 6=
(W X Y ) where V and W are new free variables; see the proof
protocol generated by Leo-II in the Appendix C. A simpler relation
would be the empty relation λXι λYι X 6= X which is obviously an
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instance of the above one.3 We proceed with the exploration. Let
us be naive this time and consider irreflexivity and symmetry as
interesting properties first before investigating transitivity.
K4c : Is axiom 4 equivalent to irreflexivity? Leo-II+E cannot prove
∀R (∀A valid(R A ⇒ R R A)) ⇔ irrefl(R).
K4d : Is axiom 4 equivalent to symmetry? Leo-II+E cannot prove
∀R (∀A valid(R A ⇒ R R A)) ⇔ sym(R).
K4e : Is axiom 4 equivalent to transitivity of R in K? Leo-II+E takes 0.193
seconds to prove
∀R (∀A valid(R A ⇒ R R A)) ⇔ trans(R),
KTa 4 : Are axioms T and 4 equivalent to reflexivity and transitivity of R
in K? Leo-II+E takes 2.329 seconds (of which Leo-II uses 0.164
seconds) to prove
∀R (∀A valid(R A ⇒ A) ∧ valid(R A ⇒ R R A))
⇔ (refl(R) ∧ trans(R))
E receives 70 clauses and generates 21769 before it finds the refutation.
This example well illustrates the benefits of the cooperation between
Leo-II and E, since the first-order refutation required in this example
is already too challenging to be easily detected by Leo-II alone in its
much more challenging search space.
It is much easier, however, to prove the two directions separately.
Leo-II+E takes 0.040 seconds to prove
∀R (∀A valid(R A ⇒ A) ∧ valid(R A ⇒ R R A))
⇒ (refl(R) ∧ trans(R))
3 The proof protocol in the Appendix C shows that from the initial problem statement Leo-II derives the clause 27 : [V 1 (sk 3 V 1 ) (sk 5 V 1 )]T . It then instantiates V 1
with the term t = λV 9 λV 10 ((λX λY ¬(X = Y )) (V 11 V 9 V 10 ) (V 12 V 9 V 10 ))
by primitive substitution to obtain the clause 39 : [¬(V 11 (sk 3 t) (sk 5 t)) =
(V 12 (sk 3 t) (sk 5 t))]T and subsequently it generates the flex-flex unification constraint
clause 59 : [(V 11 (sk 3 t) (sk 5 t)) = (V 12 (sk 3 t) (sk 5 t))]F by clause normalization. Flexflex unification constraint clauses can always be refuted and thus proof search in Leo-II
terminates here. For example, if we would instantiate V 11 and V 12 both with a term
λX λY a for an arbitrary constant a then we would generate the the clause [a = a]F in
which case the contradiction becomes obvious.
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and 0.039 seconds for
∀R (∀A valid(R A ⇒ A) ∧ valid(R A ⇒ R R A))
⇐ (refl(R) ∧ trans(R)).
Thus, we have successfully explored the properties of modal logic S4
with Leo-II+E. And we could go on to explore properties of other more
specialized modal logics and multi modal logics in exactly the same way.

6

Quantified Multimodal Logics Λmm
and Λmm
1
ω

We adapt the definition of propositional multimodal logic to the first-order
and higher-order case.
DEFINITION 3 (First-order Quantified Multimodal Logic Λmm
). In addi1
tion to base type ι we introduce a second base type, µ. The idea is that ι
is reserved to denote the set of all possible worlds while µ denotes the set
of individuals. Let Σ be a signature.
-terms are defined as the smallest set of simply typed λ-terms for
1. Λmm
1
which the following hold:
• Each constant cµ ∈ Σ and variable Xµ ∈ Σ is a Λmm
-term.
1
• If t1µ , . . . , tnµ are Λmm
-terms and fµ→...→µ→µ ∈ Σ is an n-ary
1
(curried) function symbol, then (. . . (f t1 ) . . . tn )µ is a Λmm
-term.
1
Note that Λmm
-terms must not depend on worlds, that is, subterms
1
-term are never of type ι.
of a Λmm
1
2. The modal operators ¬ , ∨ , R are defined as before.
3. Modal universal quantification ∀Xµ φι→o is defined as the term
λwι ∀Xµ φ w
In fact we can employ the standard trick in simple type theory to
avoid introducing a new binder for universal quantification. For this
we introduce the logical constant Πµ→(ι→o) and use this to encode
modal universal quantification as follows: ∀Xµ φι→o stands for
Πµ→(ι→o) (λXµ φι→o )
and the modal operator Π is itself defined as
λφ′µ→(ι→o) λWι ∀Xµ φ′ X W.
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4. Λmm
-propositions are defined as the smallest set of simply typed terms
1
for which the following hold:
• If t1µ , . . . , tnµ are Λmm
-terms and pµ→...→µ→(ι→o) ∈ Σ is an n-ary
1
(curried) predicate symbol (for n ≥ 0), then (. . . (p t1 ) . . . tn )ι→o
is an atomic Λmm
-proposition.
1
• If φ and ψ are Λmm
-propositions, then so are ¬ φ, φ ∨ ψ and
1
R φ, where R is a term of type ι → ι → o.
• If Xµ ∈ Σ is a variable of type µ and φι→o is a Λmm
-proposition,
1
-proposition.
then ∀X φ is a Λmm
1
First-order quantified multimodal logic has been studied in Nguyen [28],
who defines a basic quantified normal multimodal logic called K(m); like K
in the propositional case, it serves as the starting point for the introduction
of further quantified normal multimodal logics.
Here we briefly investigate whether Λmm
fulfill the characteristics of the
1
normal multimodal logic K(m).
CLAIM 4 (Λmm
is a normal multimodal logic). Λmm
fulfill the properties
1
1
of the normal multimodal logic K(m) of [28]. That is:
1. Λmm
validates the axioms for classical predicate logic.
1
2. Λmm
validates the K-axioms: R (φ ⇒ ψ) ⇒ (R φ ⇒ R ψ).
1
3. Λmm
validates the Barcan formula axioms: (∀X R φ) ⇒ R ∀X φ.
1
4. Λmm
validates the axioms defining ♦R : ♦R φ ⇔ ¬R ¬φ.
1
5. Λmm
validates the modus ponens rule: if φ and φ ⇒ ψ are valid, then
1
ψ is valid.
6. Λmm
validates the generalization rule: if φ is valid, then ∀X φ is
1
valid.
7. Λmm
validates the modal generalization rule: if φ is valid, then R φ
1
is valid.
8. K(M ) validates the converse Barcan formula (∀X R φ)
R ∀X φ.

⇐

We do not give a formal proof of this claim here and instead argue as
follows:
1. The axioms for classical predicate logic are obviously valid in simple
type theory (and Leo-II can handle them).
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2. Leo-II+E can prove ∀R ∀φ ∀ψ valid(R (φ ⇒ ψ) ⇒ (R φ ⇒ R ψ)
in 0.059 seconds.
3. Leo-II+E can prove ∀R ∀φ valid(∀X R φ ⇒ R ∀X φ) in 0.066
seconds.
4. Leo-II+E can prove ∀R ∀φ valid(♦R φ ⇔ ¬ R ¬φ) in 0.078 seconds.
5. Leo-II+E can prove ∀φ ∀ψ valid(φ) ∧ valid(φ ⇒ ψ) ⇒ valid(ψ) in
0.062 seconds.
6. Leo-II+E can prove
∀Pµ→(ι→o) (∀Xµ valid(P X)) ⇒ valid(∀Xµ (P X)
in 0.061 seconds.
7. Leo-II+E can prove ∀R ∀φ valid(φ) ⇒ valid(R φ) in 0.056 seconds.
8. Leo-II+E can prove R ∀X φ ⇒ ∀X R φ, the converse Barcan
formula, in 0.049 seconds.
Assuming that Leo-II+E is correct, this provides evidence that Λmm
in1
deed adequately models the basic normal multimodal logic K(m) of Nguyen
[28]. Validity of the Barcan formula and its converse illustrate that quantification in Λmm
is a fixed-domain quantification.
1
The first-order quantified multimodal logic Λmm
can be further general1
ized. Doing so we obtain the following proposal for a higher order quantified
multimodal logic Λmm
ω , again with fixed-domain quantification.
DEFINITION 5 (Higher-order Quantified Multimodal Logic Λmm
ω ). The
key idea of this definition is to exclude statements about possible worlds
from the language Λmm
ω . The rest is as before.
1. Given a simply typed λ-term tγ we define the function obt (occurring
base types) as follows:
• obt(t = cδ ∈ Σ) = obt′ (δ)
• obt(t = (t1 t2 )) = obt(t1 ) ∪ obt(t2 )
• obt(t = (λX t1 )) = obt(X) ∪ obt(t1 )
• obt′ (δ ∈ BT ) = {δ}
• obt′ (β → δ) = obt′ (β) ∪ obt′ (δ)
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Let tι→o be a simply typed λ-term. If tι→o is a constant or variable,
then tι→o is a Λmm
ω -term. If tι→o is an abstraction λXι po , then tι→o
is a Λmm
/ obt(po ). If t is an application (qα→(ι→o)) sα ),
ω -term if ι ∈
then tι→o is a Λmm
/ obt(sα ).
ω -term if ι ∈
2. The modal operators ¬ , ∨ , R are defined as before.
3. Modal universal quantification ∀Xγ φι→o is now defined follows: Let
φι→o be an Λmm
/
ω -term and let Xγ ∈ Σ be a variable such that ι ∈
obt(Xγ ). Then ∀Xγ φ stands for λwι ∀Xγ φ w.
Again we can employ the standard trick in simple type theory to avoid
introducing a new binder for universal quantification. This time we
introduce the logical constants Πγ→(ι→o) for all types γ such that
ι∈
/ obt′ (γ). We use them to encode modal universal quantification as
follows: ∀Xγ φι→o stands for Πγ→(ι→o) (λXγ φι→o ) and the modal
operator Π is itself defined as
λφ′γ→(ι→o) λWι ∀Xγ φ′ X W.
4. Λmm
ω -propositions are defined as the smallest set of simply typed λterms for which the following hold:
mm
• Each Λmm
ω -term tι→o is an atomic Λω -proposition.

• If φ and ψ are Λmm
ω -propositions, then so are ¬ φ, φ ∨ ψ and
R φ.
• If Xγ ∈ Σ is a variable of type µ and φι→o is a Λmm
ω -proposition,
then ∀X φ is a Λmm
-proposition.
ω
We could now proceed with a systematic exploration of the properties of
Λmm
and Λmm
1
ω . This, however, will be future work.

7

Discussion

In this paper we explore an interesting and promising research direction:
the embedding of multimodal logic in simple type theory, the development
of reasoning tools such as Leo-II or TPS [5] to support reasoning in and
about multimodal logics in simple type theory, and the systematic computer
supported exploration of properties of multimodal logic in simple type theory.
Interesting future work will be to employ the presented encoding of normal multimodal logics in order to attack the $100 modal logic challenge4
4 http://www.cs.miami.edu/∼ tptp/HHDC/
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with Leo-II. This challenge, originally proposed by John Halleck, calls
for a computer program, which given the formalizations of any two modal
logics determines their relationship. The approach presented in this paper
should generally be applicable to this challenge when restricting it to normal
multimodal logics.
We illustrate the idea by an example. Consider the statement
∃R ∃A ∃B (¬valid(R A ⇒ A)) ∨ (¬valid(R B ⇒ R R B))
Leo-II alone (without E) can prove this statement in 17.305 seconds.5 Using primitive substitution, Leo-II instantiates R in this proof with the “not
equals” relation, which is non-reflexive. We can conclude from this proof
that modal logic S4 is not entailed by modal logic K (S4 6⊆ K).
The time of 17.305 seconds required by Leo-II (without any tuning)
is clearly a massive improvement over the 16 minutes pre-processing time
plus 2710 seconds solving time reported by Rabe et al. [31] for the same
problem. They employ a specifically tuned system based on standard firstorder theorem provers and standard translations of modal logics into firstorder logic.
However, in order to solve the challenge for all normal multimodal logics,
a specific tuning of Leo-II seems also unavoidable. The problem is related
to primitive substitution. It is well illustrated by the following statement,
which expresses that modal logic T (which adds only axiom T to K) is not
entailed in K:
∃R ∃B (¬valid(R B ⇒ R R B))
We would expect that this statement can be quickly proved when instantiating R with a non-transitive relation similar to primitive substitution steps
required in examples KTb and K4b . For good reasons Leo-II fails to do so.
In fact, Leo-II also fails to prove the related statement
∃R ¬trans(R)
The reason is that without further assumptions this statement is not a
theorem. We have neither assumed the axiom of infinity nor that there
exist at least two different possible worlds. Hence, our domain of possible
worlds may well just consist of a single world w in which case a non-transitive
accessibility relation cannot be provided.
5 The proof in Leo-II+E takes 198.818 seconds because of several unsuccessful but time
consuming calls to E. We have already mentioned that the current sequential architecture
of Leo-II+E needs to be replaced by a distributed in which Leo-II cooperates with the
first-order prover in a distributed and incremental manner.
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Leo-II can in fact prove the existence of a non-transitive accessibility
relation under the additional assumption
∃X ∃Y X 6= Y
Like the special purpose approach used by Rabe et al. [31], we could
probably successfully tune Leo-II to provide and employ a domain specific
“menu” of the interesting accessibility relations in connection with interesting constraints on the domain of possible worlds in order to attack the $100
modal logic challenge.
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A

Leo-II Proof Protocol for Example K d

**** Protocol for Problem: K^d.thf
**** Beginning of derivation protocol ****
1: (mvalid @ ((mbox @ s) @ ((mimpl @ ((mbox @ r) @ a)) @
((mbox @ r) @ a))))=$true
--- theorem(file(K^d.thf,[thm]))
2: (mvalid @ ((mbox @ s) @ ((mimpl @ ((mbox @ r) @ a)) @
((mbox @ r) @ a))))=$false
--- neg_input 1
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3: (! [x0:$i,x1:$i] : ((~ ((s @ x0) @ x1)) | ((~ (! [x2:$i] :
((~ ((r @ x1) @ x2)) | (a @ x2)))) | (! [x2:$i] :
((~ ((r @ x1) @ x2)) | (a @ x2))))))=$false
--- unfold_def 2
4: (! [x1:$i] : ((~ ((s @ sk1) @ x1)) | ((~ (! [x2:$i] :
((~ ((r @ x1) @ x2)) | (a @ x2)))) | (! [x2:$i] :
((~ ((r @ x1) @ x2)) | (a @ x2))))))=$false
--- cnf 3
5: ((~ ((s @ sk1) @ sk2)) | ((~ (! [x2:$i] :
((~ ((r @ sk2) @ x2)) | (a @ x2)))) | (! [x2:$i] :
((~ ((r @ sk2) @ x2)) | (a @ x2)))))=$false
--- cnf 4
6: ((~ (! [x2:$i] : ((~ ((r @ sk2) @ x2)) | (a @ x2)))) |
(! [x2:$i] : ((~ ((r @ sk2) @ x2)) | (a @ x2))))=$false
--- cnf 5
7: (~ ((s @ sk1) @ sk2))=$false
--- cnf 5
8: ((s @ sk1) @ sk2)=$true
--- cnf 7
9: (! [x2:$i] : ((~ ((r @ sk2) @ x2)) | (a @ x2)))=$false
--- cnf 6
10: (~ (! [x2:$i] : ((~ ((r @ sk2) @ x2)) | (a @ x2))))=$false
--- cnf 6
11: (! [x2:$i] : ((~ ((r @ sk2) @ x2)) | (a @ x2)))=$true
--- cnf 10
12: ((~ ((r @ sk2) @ sk3)) | (a @ sk3))=$false
--- cnf 9
13: ((~ ((r @ sk2) @ V1)) | (a @ V1))=$true
--- cnf 11
14: (a @ sk3)=$false
--- cnf 12
15: (~ ((r @ sk2) @ sk3))=$false
--- cnf 12
16: (~ ((r @ sk2) @ V1))=$true | (a @ V1)=$true
--- cnf 13
17: ((r @ sk2) @ sk3)=$true
--- cnf 15
18: ((r @ sk2) @ V1)=$false | (a @ V1)=$true
--- cnf 16
19: ($false)=$true
--- fo-atp 8 14 17 18
**** End of derivation protocol ****
**** no. of clauses: 19 ****

B

Leo-II Proof Protocol for Example KTb

**** Protocol for Problem: K_T^b.thf
**** Beginning of derivation protocol ****
1: (? [R:$i>($i>$o)] : (! [A:$i>$o] :
(mvalid @ ((mimpl @ ((mbox @ R) @ A)) @ A))))=$true
--- theorem(file(K_T^b.thf,[thm]))
2: (? [R:$i>($i>$o)] : (! [A:$i>$o] :
(mvalid @ ((mimpl @ ((mbox @ R) @ A)) @ A))))=$false
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--- neg_input 1
3: (~ (! [x0:$i>($i>$o)] : (~ (! [x1:$i>$o,x2:$i] :
((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((x0 @ x2) @ x3)) | (x1 @ x3)))) |
(x1 @ x2))))))=$false
--- unfold_def 2
4: (! [x0:$i>($i>$o)] : (~ (! [x1:$i>$o,x2:$i] :
((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((x0 @ x2) @ x3)) | (x1 @ x3)))) |
(x1 @ x2)))))=$true
--- cnf 3
5: (~ (! [x1:$i>$o,x2:$i] : ((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) |
(x1 @ x3)))) | (x1 @ x2))))=$true
--- cnf 4
6: (! [x1:$i>$o,x2:$i] : ((~ (! [x3:$i] :
((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) | (x1 @ x3)))) | (x1 @ x2)))=$false
--- cnf 5
7: (! [x2:$i] : ((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) |
((sk1 @ V1) @ x3)))) | ((sk1 @ V1) @ x2)))=$false
--- cnf 6
8: ((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ (sk2 @ V1)) @ x3)) |
((sk1 @ V1) @ x3)))) | ((sk1 @ V1) @ (sk2 @ V1)))=$false
--- cnf 7
9: ((sk1 @ V1) @ (sk2 @ V1))=$false
--- cnf 8
10: (~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ (sk2 @ V1)) @ x3)) |
((sk1 @ V1) @ x3))))=$false
--- cnf 8
11: (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ (sk2 @ V1)) @ x3)) |
((sk1 @ V1) @ x3)))=$true
--- cnf 10
12: ((~ ((V1 @ (sk2 @ V1)) @ V2)) | ((sk1 @ V1) @ V2))=$true
--- cnf 11
13: (~ ((V1 @ (sk2 @ V1)) @ V2))=$true | ((sk1 @ V1) @ V2)=$true
--- cnf 12
14: ((V1 @ (sk2 @ V1)) @ V2)=$false | ((sk1 @ V1) @ V2)=$true
--- cnf 13
19: (((V19 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(((V19 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V20 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ V2) =
((V20 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V19 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V20 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ V2))=$false |
((sk1 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V19 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V20 @ x0) @ x1)))) @ V2)=$true
--- prim-subst (V1-->lambda [V17]: lambda [V18]:
(eq ((V19 V17) V18)) ((V20 V17) V18)) 14
31: ((sk1 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V19 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V20 @ x0) @ x1)))) @ V2)=$true |
(((V19 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V19 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V20 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ V2) = ((V20 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(((V19 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V20 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ V2))=$false
--- uni () 19
32: ((sk1 @ V32) @ (sk2 @ V32))=$false
--- rename 9
94: (((sk1 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V19 @ x0) @ x1) =
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((V20 @ x0) @ x1)))) @ V2) = ((sk1 @ V32) @ (sk2 @ V32)))=$false |
(((V19 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V19 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V20 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ V2) = ((V20 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(((V19 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V20 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ V2))=$false
--- res 31 32
97: (((V64 @ ((((sk9 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1)))) @ V20) @ V19)) @ ((((sk10 @ V19) @ V20) @
(sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) @
(^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) =
((V65 @ ((((sk9 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1)))) @ V20) @ V19)) @ ((((sk10 @ V19) @ V20) @
(sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) @
(^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))))=$false |
(((V19 @ ((((sk9 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1)))) @ V20) @ V19)) @ ((((sk10 @ V19) @ V20) @
(sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) @
(^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) =
((V20 @ ((((sk9 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1)))) @ V20) @ V19)) @ ((((sk10 @ V19) @ V20) @ (sk2 @
(^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) @
(^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))))=$false |
(((V19 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V19 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V20 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (((V64 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))) = ((V20 @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(((V19 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V20 @ x0) @ x1))))) @ (sk2 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(((V64 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V65 @ x0) @ x1))))))=$false
--- uni ( V32/lambda [V62]: lambda [V63]: (eq ((V64 V62) V63))
((V65 V62) V63) V2/sk2 (lambda [x0]: lambda [x1]: (eq ((V64 x0) x1))
((V65 x0) x1)) ) 94
98: ($false)=$true --- flexflex 97
**** End of derivation protocol ****
**** no. of clauses: 20 ****

C

Leo-II Proof Protocol for Example K4b

**** Protocol for Problem: K_4^b.thf
**** Beginning of derivation protocol ****
2: (? [R:$i>($i>$o)] : (! [A:$i>$o] : (mvalid @ ((mimpl @ ((mbox @ R)
@ ((mbox @ R) @ ((mbox @ R) @ A))))))=$true
--- theorem(file(K_4^b.thf,[thm]))
4: (? [R:$i>($i>$o)] : (! [A:$i>$o] : (mvalid @ ((mimpl @ ((mbox @ R)
@ ((mbox @ R) @ ((mbox @ R) @ A))))))=$false
--- neg_input 2
5: (~ (! [x0:$i>($i>$o)] : (~ (! [x1:$i>$o,x2:$i] : ((~ (! [x3:$i] :
((~ ((x0 @ x2) @ x3)) | (x1 @ x3)))) | (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((x0 @ x2) @
| (! [x4:$i] : ((~ ((x0 @ x3) @ x4)) | (x1 @ x4))))))))))=$false
--- unfold_def 4
7: (! [x0:$i>($i>$o)] : (~ (! [x1:$i>$o,x2:$i] : ((~ (! [x3:$i] :
((~ ((x0 @ x2) @ x3)) | (x1 @ x3)))) | (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((x0 @ x2) @

@ A))

@ A))

x3))

x3))
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| (! [x4:$i] : ((~ ((x0 @ x3) @ x4)) | (x1 @ x4)))))))))=$true
--- cnf 5
9: (~ (! [x1:$i>$o,x2:$i] : ((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) |
(x1 @ x3)))) | (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) | (! [x4:$i] :
((~ ((V1 @ x3) @ x4)) | (x1 @ x4))))))))=$true
--- cnf 7
11: (! [x1:$i>$o,x2:$i] : ((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) |
(x1 @ x3)))) | (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) | (! [x4:$i] :
((~ ((V1 @ x3) @ x4)) | (x1 @ x4)))))))=$false
--- cnf 9
13: (! [x2:$i] : ((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) |
((sk2 @ V1) @ x3)))) | (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ x2) @ x3)) | (! [x4:$i] :
((~ ((V1 @ x3) @ x4)) | ((sk2 @ V1) @ x4)))))))=$false
--- cnf 11
15: ((~ (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ (sk3 @ V1)) @ x3)) | ((sk2 @ V1) @ x3)))) |
(! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ (sk3 @ V1)) @ x3)) | (! [x4:$i] :
((~ ((V1 @ x3) @ x4)) | ((sk2 @ V1) @ x4))))))=$false
--- cnf 13
17: (! [x3:$i] : ((~ ((V1 @ (sk3 @ V1)) @ x3)) | (! [x4:$i] :
((~ ((V1 @ x3) @ x4)) | ((sk2 @ V1) @ x4)))))=$false
--- cnf 15
21: ((~ ((V1 @ (sk3 @ V1)) @ (sk5 @ V1))) | (! [x4:$i] :
((~ ((V1 @ (sk5 @ V1)) @ x4)) | ((sk2 @ V1) @ x4))))=$false
--- cnf 17
25: (~ ((V1 @ (sk3 @ V1)) @ (sk5 @ V1)))=$false
--- cnf 21
27: ((V1 @ (sk3 @ V1)) @ (sk5 @ V1))=$true
--- cnf 25
39: (~ (((V11 @ (sk3 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (~ (((V11 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V12 @ x0) @ x1)))))) @ (sk5 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (~ (((V11 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V12 @ x0) @ x1)))))) = ((V12 @ (sk3 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(~ (((V11 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V12 @ x0) @ x1)))))) @ (sk5 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(~ (((V11 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V12 @ x0) @ x1))))))))=$true
--- prim-subst (V1-->lambda [V9]: lambda [V10]: ((lambda [X]: lambda [Y]:
neg ((eq X) Y)) ((V11 V9) V10)) ((V12 V9) V10)) 27
59: (((V11 @ (sk3 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (~ (((V11 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V12 @ x0) @ x1)))))) @ (sk5 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] : (~ (((V11 @ x0) @ x1) =
((V12 @ x0) @ x1)))))) = ((V12 @ (sk3 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(~ (((V11 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V12 @ x0) @ x1)))))) @ (sk5 @ (^ [x0:$i,x1:$i] :
(~ (((V11 @ x0) @ x1) = ((V12 @ x0) @ x1)))))))=$false
--- cnf 39
60: ($false)=$true --- flexflex 59
**** End of derivation protocol ****
**** no. of clauses: 15 ****

